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Islanders
by Monique Antonette Lewis • May 20, 2016

“I take up my pen and imagine/the borders we
inhabit, the borders/we inherit”

In his book Testimony, the poet Charles Reznikoff
attempted to catalog the pains and struggles of
everyday Americans in verse. As an objectivist
poet, this meant taking the facts from a court case
and relating them with little poetic adornment.
Islanders by Teow Lim Goh is a book with similar
concerns. On the surface, the book provides a
voice to the countless female immigrants held in
horrible conditions at The Angel Island Immigration
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Islanders by Teow Lim Goh (Conundrum Press,
$14.99)

Station in the early part of the twentieth century.
But it is also a book concerned with how all of us,
on each side of every border, is struggling through
the force of history.

Very briefly I would like to discuss that history as it
relates to the book. From 1910 through 1940,
Angel Island in San Francisco Bay was used to
detain new immigrants to the United States, many
of them Chinese. These immigrants were held for
weeks and months at a time due to draconian
immigration laws. They were interrogated with
ridiculous questions such as “where is the rice bin/
in your family home?” as Goh describes in the
poem “Scrutiny”. In this hopeless situation, many of
these immigrants wrote poems on the walls of this
station and these have been published in the past,

https://teowlimgoh.com/books/islanders/
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though all of these published poems were written
by men since the women’s barracks was destroyed
in a fire. The genius of Goh’s volume is that she
resurrects the women’s voices that were lost by
telling their stories in Islanders.

By doing this, Goh creates a unique tension in her
collection. At the same time that you feel an
identification with a speaker, you also feel
disconnected from them. For example, in the poem
“On the Boat” the speaker says “I did not love
him,/but for the first time in my life/I felt held./These
things I am not supposed to know.” In a way we
can all relate to this, the longing for human comfort
even from someone we don’t necessarily love. But
that last line is haunting, mostly because few of us
will ever know the horrors this woman went through
as a Chinese immigrant to the United States. In this
way, the poet reminds us of separation, of borders,
while subversively showing us how arbitrary these
borders are in our shared human experience.

When writing about historical oppression, it can be
hard to find empathy for the oppressors. Islanders
seeks this empathy, however, by telling the stories
of multiple characters connected to these events
beyond the women interned on the island. By doing
so, it provides the reader with a deeper
understanding of history itself. “In the Fog” is about
a high ranking official on Angel Island who
reminisces about his family while denying a man’s
request to bury his son. In “Consolation” a man on
shore ponders how “the ink on the letter/still
bleeds” as he tries to figure out how to tell his sons
their mother committed suicide on Angel Island. A
Chinese American translator receives hatred from
both immigrants and his fellow Americans in the
poem “Bloodlines”, as the former view him as a
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traitor and the latter don’t trust him because of their
own racial prejudice. Thus Goh expands her
narrative to show us how one historical injustice
can spread its net to trap many lives.

As you read this review, you might be awestruck by
how prescient all of this is. Indeed, I certainly was
as I read the volume. In our age of violent Donald
Trump rallies, I found the section Riot particularly
chilling. This section deals with the marches and
riots in San Francisco in the 1870’s that led to the
immigration laws which birthed Angel Island. When
I read the lines “maybe his wife just left him/in a
string of shattered plates./ Maybe he’s looking
for/something beyond himself,/a crowd he can
become” in the poem “To Chinatown” I knew I was
holding an important book. By investigating a
historical epoch through the stories of the
voiceless, Teow Lim Goh is commenting on the
dangerous currents running through our own time.
The voices she evokes seem to warn us from the
past, and after reading Islanders I feel much less
disconnected to them.

Benjamin Schmitt is the Pushcart-nominated author
of two books, Dinner Table Refuge
(PunksWritePoemsPress, 2015) and The global
conspiracy to get you in bed (Kelsay Books, 2013).

http://bens25.tumblr.com/
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← Lips Open and← Lips Open and
DivineDivine

His poetry has appeared inSakura Review, Hobart,
Grist, Wisconsin Review, Two Thirds North, and
elsewhere. He also reviews books of poetry for At
The Inkwell. He lives with his wife and daughter in
Seattle where he teaches workshops to people of
all ages.
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